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ENDORSEMENT

Honourable W.L. Whalen
A Case Management Conference (CMC) was held by teleconference on August 18, 2015 at 2:00
P.M., Eastern Time (Ottawa).
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[1]

The Claimant confirmed that all expert Land Appraisal Reports shall be filed on or before

August 31, 2015.
[2]

The Claimant reported on the progress of its new “Bring Forward” Expert’s Report and

expects it to be served and filed on or before September 30, 2015.

[3]

The Parties confirmed that the Hearing of the land appraisal expert evidence shall

proceed as scheduled in Vancouver, British Columbia, commencing at 10:00 A.M. (Pacific
Time) on September 21, 2015, and continuing through the week. The Parties agreed to coordinate a schedule for the division of time for the qualification, examination in chief and crossexamination of the land appraisal experts. It is directed that the proposed schedule be delivered
in writing to the Tribunal on or before September 11, 2015.

[4]

Because of the delay in completing “Bring Forward” Expert Reports, the Parties agreed

that it was not possible to proceed with the Hearing of that evidence during the week of October
26, 2015 as previously scheduled. Accordingly, the hearing dates of October 26 to 30, 2015 are
vacated.

[5]

The Parties are directed to coordinate new dates with the Registry for the Hearing of the

“bring forward” expert evidence in Vancouver, British Columbia, at a mutually convenient time
during February 2016.

[6]

The Parties agreed that because of the highly technical nature of the combined land

appraisal and “bring forward” evidence it would not be practical to make final written
submissions immediately following the completion of the “bring forward” expert testimony. The
Tribunal proposed that final submissions be made in Vancouver, British Columbia, on April 25,
26 and 27, 2016. The Parties agreed to confirm their availability on these dates with the Registry
or to propose alternative dates together with a schedule for the delivery and filing of final written
submissions.
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[7]

The Parties shall coordinate and confirm the schedules discussed above to provide them

in writing to the Tribunal on or before August 25, 2015.

W.L. WHALEN
Honourable W.L. Whalen
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